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AWARD-WINNING COMPANY

• Founded in 2007

• Privately owned

• 60 employees with offices in 
Copenhagen (HQ), Denver and 
London

GLOBAL FOOTPRINT

• 70+ reselling partners across telcos, 
directories, hosting and local media

• 30+ markets and 20 different 
languages

• Host more than 500,000 websites

EMPOWERING SMB SUCCESS 
ACROSS THE DIGITAL LANDSCAPE



OUR VISION & MISSION

OUR VISION

is to empower SMBs in the digital 
landscape – making it easy for 

them to engage with their 
customers online.

OUR MISSION

is to enable digital service 
providers to efficiently and cost-

effectively deliver high quality 
online solutions to SMBs.



THE REPORT



LOCAL DATA HUB REPORT
www.monosolutions.com/localdatahub



IF WE LISTEN TO THE PUNDITS



MAYBE YOU THINK

• SMB Websites are something of the past

• SMBs just need Google My Business and/or Facebook

• SEO is dying out



MOBILE SEARCH EXPERIENCE IS EVOLVING



STRUCTURED DATA MAKES WEBSITE VISITS LESS 
NECESSARY



…BUT SIMPLE LOCAL SEARCHES DO NOT 
REPRESENT THE ENTIRE SEARCH JOURNEY

• Consumers that are more ‘ready to buy’ 
use the company website for deeper 
content and information 

of consumers use the 
company website to research 

online before making local, 
in-store purchases

- Netsertive 2018 Local Consumer Study

48%



WEBSITES ARE MORE IMPORTANT 
THAN EVER



THERE ARE SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS OF SELLING 
WEBSITES AS A DIGITAL SERVICE PROVIDER

• Websites remain SMBs only OWNED media

• Websites are the most authoritative source of data

• Ready to buy consumers want deeper content and are ready to transact



THERE IS OPPORTUNITY BECAUSE SMB WEBSITES 
STILL STRUGGLE

• Stale content

• Slow loading times

• Poor UX

• Some are still not mobile-friendly!



WEBSITES AS THE LOCAL DATA HUB

• The website of the future looks different than it’s original construct

• Help SMBs understand the importance of owning their data

• Build websites on a platform that effortlessly support the flow of business data



PART 1: MONO’S PERSPECTIVE ON 
THE LOCAL DATA HUB



• The rise of big platforms, such as 
Facebook and Google My Business

• Emergence of new technologies, 
such as artificial intelligence and 
voice search

• Is search engine optimization still 
worth the effort?

WHAT ROLE WILL WEBSITES PLAY? 
The future role of websites has been discussed in recent years



• SMB websites the most authoritative 
source of information 

• Done right, websites are what drive 
data consistency across all platforms 
and channels

NOT ALWAYS THE END DESTINATION
But websites are more important than ever



THE LOCAL DATA HUB

VOICE SEARCH LOCAL SEARCH

SOCIAL CONTENT

LISTINGS & IYP



• The control of data empowers SMBs 
to be ready for changing consumer 
behavior and platform changes

• By connecting data to the customer 
journey and create a better customer 
experience, and thus the use of data 
can drive more business to SMBs

THE EBB AND FLOW OF DATA
Using the website as local data hub drives value for the SMB



• Mobile and voice search is changing 
the way search engines look to 
answer consumer search queries

• Structured content and schema.org
mark-up is leading the way

• Adoption of structured data on 
websites is crucial for small 
businesses to remain competitive

PULLING DATA FROM WEBSITES
The adoption of structured data is crucial for small businesses



• SMBs can leverage data to target 
website visitors with more relevant 
content or calls-to-action

• Collection of customer data is leading 
the way for personalized engagement

• Data-driven and automated solutions 
allow SMBs to personalize, without 
compromising daily operations

PUSHING DATA TO WEBSITES
More interaction and engagement with website visitors is driving personalization



WEBSITES 
CREATE TRUST & 
AUTHORITY
46% of consumers say the website is the biggest 
determinant of whether they trust a company.1 For 
non-immediate need searches, consumers are 
looking for confirmation that they’ve found the 
right business for them. SMBs need websites that 
instill this authority and trust and data consistency 
is crucial.

MAKING IT RELEVANT

1Search Engine Land’s “5 reasons why websites still matter to local search in 2017”



Websites as the Static Brochure

• Mobile-friendly

• Dead end, set and forget

• Inconsistent or outdated

• No interaction with visitors

• Stagnant business asset

Websites as the Local Data Hub

• Structured and consistent content

• Mobile-first 

• Engagement and personalization

• CRM and customer data collection

• Transactional

• Analytics and insights

WEBSITES IN THE NEW AGE
The website paradigm shift is happening now



PART 2: WHY ARE WEBSITES 
CRITICAL TO THE MODERN DIGITAL 
SERVICE PROVIDER?



WEBSITES AT THE CORE
SMB websites are still a fundamental part of the technology stack

SMB BUDGET

SMB related 
cloud services

Invoicing 
system

Billing 
system

Marketing automation

Blog
Search
engine
Marketing

Booking / 
scheduling E-Commerce

Landing
pages

Call
tracking

SSL
Certificate

Facebook
Google 
Business page

LinkedIn

Local
directories

Email

SEO

Domain

Responsive 
website

CRM

Traffic
acquisition

Transaction
drivers

Social
presence

CORE ONLINE PRESENCE

63% of consumers use websites to 
find or engage with a business1

The SMB customer journey starts with the company 

website. It is their proprietary, central data source for 

competing across the digital landscape and serves as 

the foundation for all digital initiatives. The Mono 

Platform fully supports SMB digital needs over time, 

always keeping their business data in their control for 

consistency across any channel or medium.

1 Search Engine Land 2017

71% of consumers used a company 
site in the past month to obtain 
local business information2

2 LSA 2018



• Give control to the SMB to decide 
how their business/brand is 
showcased in the digital world

• Trusted source of local business 
information for consumers

• Websites provide more in-depth 
content that SERPS or Knowledge 
Panels

WEBSITES MATTER MORE THAN EVER
In the age of Amazon, Facebook, Google, Yelp and other online platforms

of consumers won’t
consider a business 

without a website

- Search Engine Land, 
2017 

30%



• Websites are a ‘sticky’ product for 
digital service providers (DSPs) 

• 63% of respondents said website 
customers churn lower than non-
website customers

• Recurring revenue stream 

• Upsell opportunities: CRM, 
E-commerce and website 
personalization

THE FOCUS IS ON WEBSITES
Our reselling partners are doubling down on websites

of surveyed digital service 
providers said that 

website clients are higher 
value clients that non-

website clients 

- Mono Survey, May 2018

85%



• 49% of respondents said their SMB 
customers were asking for E-
commerce

• 36% said they were looking for CRM

• 31% said SMBs were asking for 
website personalization

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
How can structured data benefit SMBs going forward

of respondents were 
looking for an all-in-one 

software and service

- Mono Survey, May 2018

50%



SMBS WANT 
WEBSITES

When polled, SMBs in the US still rank their 
company website as one of the top places to 
invest their marketing budget: 

Websites (54%), social media (51%), and email marketing 
(36%) are the top three digital marketing channels that small 
businesses will invest in during 2018.

MAKING IT TANGIBLE



www.monosolutions.com/localdatahub

DOWNLOAD THE FULL REPORT

Check out our blog for great
content, e.g. our newest white 
paper on voice search for SMB 

websites

www.monosolutions.com/blog



Q&A



THANK YOU 

Matt Matergia

Director of Business 
Development

mm@monosolutions.com

Jillian Als

Head of Marketing & 
Communication

ja@monosolutions.com


